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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.

TIMELY HINTS FOR FARMERS. No. 81.
DECEMBER 15, J909.

PRUNING OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
There are few ornamental trees or shrubs that do not require

occasional pruning or trimming at one season or another for their best
growth and development. The extent of this, with certain exceptions,
however, is often quite limited, and in this respect ornamental plants
differ from fruit trees. Pruning is usually given too little attention
by the amateur planter and home-maker, with the result that the task
is put off as long as possible to be finally disposed of with little or no
forethought at one "fell stroke, " as it were, of the axe or saw, regard-
less of results. In this country many of us are loath to cut even un-
necessary branches from our trees, (because of the little showing of
green we have at best, amidst otherwise barren surroundings.

Some reasons for pruning: It goes without saying that all newly
set trees should have their branches cut back to correspond with the
loss of roots incident to transplanting, though this does not mean that
such trees are to be reduced to poles. At planting time all mutilated
parts of roots should be removed, and if the trees are of considerable
size, £>.,ei^ht feet orso high, the main limbs should be cut back to within
12 or 14 inches of the trunk, the leader being, of course, retained. A
sufficient number, varying with the kind of tree, of the more vigorous
of these main limbs is left to form the framework of the crown.
These should be disposed at nearly equal angles about the trunk,
and not He in the same horizontal plane. If handled in this manner,
such trees as the ash, locust, mulberry, cottonwood, and sycamore



will need little fu r the r a t tent ion loi some years, and w i l l usually de-
velop into pleasing, symmetrical forms. When Miial l trees are used,
considerable pruning is often needed the f i r s t f ew years after planting on
account of excessive growth induced th rough climatic conditions,
cultivation, enriched soil, or extra \uiter supply. This g rowth com-
monly manifests itself in water sprouts, over development of the head
causing top heaviness and leaning, or in extra i » i o w t b in occasional
vigorous branches in one part of the plant or another , all of \ \hich tend
to destroy the otherwise natural form or syn imc t rv of the tree, unless
corrected by careful pruning. The much planted and just ly popular
pepper tree is a notable examhle of (he ubo\e , dne p t n f l v to its soft,
yielding wood. On this account dur ing its first yours, c i i f t i n g back and
thinning out of the crown is necessary, in add i t ion , to secure bracing
of the trunk.

It is justifiable at times to resoit to topping in the case of shade
trees to induce a denser g r o w t h , or where trees have become too tall
to be in harmony with their surroundings, though this la t ter condi*
tion is not common in our region of extremely sti 011*4 l i i » h t , and some-
times scant supply of plant food. vSuch pruning, however , should be
done with deliberation as to effects desired. Dead or unhealthy
branches or those broken by storms should be removed speedily, and
if necessary the remaining top or crown reduced sufficiently to insure
reasonable uniformity later. Slow growing or unhea l thy trees are
often encouraged to make vigorous growths by judicious pruning,
in connection, of course, with other proper cart*. Open headed trees
may be made to grow more com'pact by heading in, wh i l e a gradual
thinning out of the inner branches corrects trees w i t h too dense ot
compact^ heads. Likewise, those that are non-symmetrical can be
worked into symmetrical trees by removing the abnormal parts,
though such treatment is most effective in the earlier training of the
plant. As trees get older it becomes necessary to cut out some of the
inner branches to open up the crown, thereby overcoming a crowded
or brushy appearance, and providing for continued symmetrical de-
velopment of the tree as a whole. The numerous dead limbs in UK
centers of even healthy trees are excellent witnesses to this fact.

How and when to prune: In all cases the cutting should be done
close up to the trunk or branches and parallel to the surface of the bark,
and the cut should be left smooth. Decaying projecting spurs are not
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only unsightly in themselves, but also retard healing over, and form
excellent lodgment for fungus diseases. Hollow trunks commonly
ret*tilt from neglect of this character. The above is particularly true
in the case of large branches, the removal of which leaves wounds of
some considerable si7e Late winter or early spring pruning is best
for all^ ordinary purposes, as it induces an extra growth of wood the
fol lowing season which it. always desirable with ornamentals.

Large branches should not be removed just previous to, nor dur*
ing the period of most rapid growth of the tree as serious bleeding may
result; neither should they be cut off in the late summer or fall, since
a considerable period must elapse before healing-over of the wound
can take place. In the removal of such limbs it is best to make two
cuts, the first one 18 or 20 inches above the point where the final one
is to be made. In this way danger from tearing the bark or otherwise
damaging the trunk is overcome. After the first cut has been com-
pleted, which removes most of the weight of the limb, the final one can
be made with ease and accuracy. Cutting first on the under side and
then on the upper side of a large limb will usually secure the same result,
though it is less certain. A heavy coat of thick lead paint, preferably
of the color of the bark, should be applied to all wounds an inch or
more in diameter. This not only improves appearances, but also rend-
ers such surfaces immune to fungus attacks and checking by weather.

Where one has but a few trees to attend, it is possible to handle
them so as to make necessary the removal of only small limbs or
sprouts, and the occasional pinching back of a branch that has outdone
its neighbors. Trees cared for in this way are more uniform and sym-
metrical in their development, and make more rapid progress than
others. In the case of trees or shrubs grown principally for flowers,
which class of plants are used less in the Southwest than in the East,
those blossoming early in the spring season like the locust, lilac, laur-
ustinus and {lowering quince, should not be topped or pruned until
after flowering time, sincesuch culling ^ould remove most of their bios*
<;oin buds On the other hand, those that flower late in the summer as
Hibiscus, virgin's bower or Clematis, and elder, should be pruned at the
usual time, i.e., in the early spring, since the blossoms of such species
almost invariably develop on twigs of the same season's growth, and
pruning at this time increases the number of these twigs.



Objects to be attained in pruning: In the pruning of ornamental
plants, in general, perhaps the most important consideration to be
kept in mind is that of allowing the natural or characteristic shape of
the variety of tree in question to assert itself, for the beauty of a par-
ticular plant lies in its individuality and distinctness from other plants.
Of what consequence is it to set different varieties of plants about
one's home and then proceed to make them look as much alike as
possible by hard and fast cutting? In the case of trees of the same
species one should select an ideal or typical specimen, and prune the
others toward that end.

Ornamental pruning, therefore, should be directive or constructive,
rather than destructive. Trees like the Lornbardy popular or Italian
cypress that grow naturally upright should be encouraged in that habit,
while those with graceful, spreading forms like the pepper should not
be forced into artificial shapes by severe and continuous trimming and
shearing, for all such attempts are certain to result in the end in
aesthetic failure. Likewise one should not expect to make a tree out
of a shrub, nor the reverse. In the extensive and interesting grounds
at Del Monte, California, trees of most diverse forms and habits have
had their individualities preserved to a remarkable extent by intelli-
gent pruning, and this in spite of the fact that it was often necessary
to do heavy cutting among the indigenous trees already growing on
the grounds In many instances one-fourth to one-third of a tree has
been cut away without changing perceptibly its appearance, or that
of the surroundings, so skillfully was the work done.

Street and shade tree?: The ideal street tree like the ash, locust,
plane, cotton wood or walnut, has a well-defined trunk with lateral
branches uniformly arranged about, and is headed high enough so as
not to interfere with those passing by. Such a tree is not difficult to
get if one starts out right None but straight, healthy trees should be
planted, and these headed six or seven feet high as soon as convenient,
though this matter should not be hurried. A central leader should be
kept and the lateral branches cut back enough, where their growth is
too open, to secure a symmetrical and also substantial form. This
latter is necessary because street trees are subject to damage from
windstorms more than other trees. Interfering or straggly limbs
should be cut out as fast as they appear, while large branches that
begin to bend down should be removed limb by limb, so as not to give



the appearance of severe cutting. After such trees corne to be of
some si/e, little further pruning is necessary, other than that of main*
taining, generally, a uniform development of the head Shade trees
about one's home or in paiks are treated similarly, though they may
be allowed a wider range in their development.

The seven e annual "slashing" so commonly practiced by unskilled
persons on many of our street trees in southern Arizona should not be
tolerated as it induces a storied appearance or else an impenetrable,
globose, artificial head, neither of which are desirable. This is apparent
in the instance of the well-known umbrella tree, which by proper
pruning can be made very attractive. To correct such mistakes it is
necessary to remove some of the framework branches so as to open
up the crown, and, in addition, stop shearing off practically all the
annual growth of each past season.

The planting of choice palms, coniferous and broadleaf evergreens,
like Arizona and Monterey cypresses, olives, peppers, Eucalypts and
Australian beef woods along our streets is to be highly commended
Since such species cannot ordinarily be pruned to any extent without
being robbed of their beauty, they should be set far enough from the
sidewalk to be out of the way of passers-by. This will necessitate on
the part of municipal authorities, in the grading of streets, the allow-
ance of reasonable space, i. e., 12 to 15 feet, between the curb and side-
walk lines.

Coniferous evergreens such as cedars, cypresses, spruces and pines;
Little pruning is needed by these plants at any stage of their growth.
The limbs of the trunk should be left intact from the ground up, so as
not to destroy the symmetry of the tree. Likewise, the central stem or
leader should not be touched, and if by accident the terminal bud is
destroyed, the most promising branch of the nearest lower whorl
should be tied erect to take its place, and the remaining laterals of this
whorl cut back or removed entirely to make certain its development
into a leader. The occasional cutting back of limbs of evergreens
should be done in the spring, since pruning at this season induces extra
growth, and also encourages the development of new buds for further
growth at the cut ends. Occasional lateral branches that make an
extra strong growth may have their soft wood pinched back during
mid-summer to preserve uniformity, or, if this is not enough they may



be cut back in the spring to a strong bud. Evergreens should never
be trimmed in the fall, and the older wood should not be cu t .

Shrubs and vines: Shrubs like the oleander, privet, and myrtle,
require pruning to remove dead or unhealthy growth, thin out and cut
back the stems, overcome occasional stray^ly habits, and also to keep
them within reasonable bounds in relation to the i r surroundings.
They should be trimmed so as to have an easy and natuml appearance,
rather than a strict or artificial one. Ordinari ly , they appear best
when only the branches lying next to the ground have been removed.
With roses, the stems should be shortened one-third to one-half. There
is endless discussion concerning this, however, due in part to different
conditions. The gardener's rule is to cut back the weak growing va-
rieties severely, and the stronger ones less. In general, heavy pruning
among roses encourages more vigorous growth with fewer and finer
flowers, while the opposite treatment results in more flowers which are,
of course, smaller and shorter stemmed. Vigorous growing vines,
Hke the native Virginia creeper and the Ari/ona grape may have prac-
tically all the secondary growth cut away during the dormant season,
as this dies of itself sooner or later, thus forming lodging for dust, in-
sects, and sparrow nests.

J. J. THORNBBR,


